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Abstract

Background Patients with advanced gastric cancer (GC)

have an adverse prognosis even after curative resection.

Development of novel diagnostic and therapeutic approa-

ches for GC is urgently required.

Methods The expression and methylation status of

DENN/MADD domain-containing protein 2D (DEN-

ND2D), a member of the membrane trafficking proteins,

were evaluated in 12 GC cell lines and 112 pairs of surgical

specimens. Subgroup analysis based on tumor differentia-

tion, location, and morphology was also performed.

Expression and distribution of DENND2D protein were

determined by immunohistochemistry.

Results The majority of GC cell lines (75 %) and tissues

(79 %) showed reduced expression of DENND2D mRNA

compared with noncancerous gastric tissues. GC tissues

showed a significantly lower mean expression level of

mRNA and a higher frequency of promoter hypermethy-

lation of DENND2D than corresponding noncancerous

tissues. No significant differences in DENND2D mRNA

expression and methylation status were found between GC

subtypes categorized by tumor differentiation, location,

and morphology. The expression patterns of DENND2D

protein were confirmed to be consistent with those of

DENND2D mRNA. Downregulation of DENND2D mRNA

in GC tissues was significantly associated with factors

related to more advanced GC and subsequent adverse

prognosis. Among 72 patients who underwent R0 resec-

tion, downregulation of DENND2D mRNA in GC tissues

was an independent prognostic factor and associated with

early recurrence.

Conclusions Our results suggested that DENND2D is a

putative tumor suppressor gene regulated by promoter

hypermethylation in GC. Downregulation of DENND2D

can serve as a novel tumor biomarker to predict progres-

sion and early recurrence of all types of GC.
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Introduction

Gastric cancer (GC) is one of the most common malignant

tumors and the second most common cause of cancer death

worldwide, although there has been a steady decline in the

incidence and mortality risk of GC over several decades in

most countries [1, 2]. However, advanced GCs are still

likely to have an adverse prognosis as a result of early

recurrence and distal metastasis, even after curative

resection [3]. Thus, development of novel diagnostic and

therapeutic approaches for GC is urgently needed.

GC is the consequence of a multistep and multifactorial

process [4, 5]. Several environmental factors, including

Helicobacter pylori infection, consumption of salted and

nitrated foods, and cigarette smoking, have been found to

be associated with the risk of developing GC [6–9]. In

addition to environmental factors, genetic factors also play

an important role in GC etiology, and previous reports

suggest that combinations of genetic and/or epigenetic

changes in oncogenic and tumor suppressor pathways may
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drive GC [10–12]. Based on cancer epidemiology, patho-

logical characteristics, and tumor location, GCs can be

categorized into three distinct malignancies arising in the

same organ: (1) proximal nondiffuse cancers of the cardia

and gastroesophageal junction, which are rapidly increas-

ing in incidence in the Western Hemisphere and are related

to lifestyle factors, obesity, and chronic gastric acid reflux;

(2) diffuse-type GC derived from poorly differentiated or

signet-ring cell adenocarcinoma; and (3) distal nondiffuse

intestinal-type GC, linked to precursor lesions arising from

atrophic gastritis and chronic inflammation related to

Helicobacter pylori [11, 13–15]. Genetic background

according to ethnicity may be related to differences in the

histological and anatomical subtypes of GC; therefore,

analysis taking into account GC subtypes is necessary to

clarify molecular mechanisms of GC carcinogenesis and

progression.

The DENN/MADD domain-containing (DENND) pro-

teins regulate Rab GTPases and represent a newly recog-

nized class of membrane trafficking proteins [16, 17].

DENND proteins interact directly with Rab35 and function

as guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEF) for this

GTPase [17–20]. To date, little is known about the purpose

and expression patterns of DENND family proteins in

malignancies, although they play important roles in intra-

cellular signaling pathways by integrating the activity of

Rab pathways [16, 17]. Membrane trafficking proteins are

assumed to have close implications for drug delivery,

which is important for GC treatment [21, 22]; however, the

role and regulatory mechanisms of DENND family pro-

teins in GC have not been reported. We recently took

particular note of DENND2D, which is located on chro-

mosome 1p13.3 and encodes a 53-kDa protein [23], and

reported that DENND2D has tumor suppressive activity in

hepatocellular carcinoma [24]. Accordingly, we investi-

gated the expression and regulatory mechanism of DEN-

ND2D to identify a novel biomarker for GC.

Materials and methods

Sample collection and DNA preparation

Twelve GC cell lines (AZ521, H111, KATOIII, MKN1,

MKN28, MKN45, MKN74, NUGC2, NUGC3, NUGC4,

SC-2-NU, and SC-6-LCK) were obtained from the Amer-

ican Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA) or

Tohoku University, Japan, and cultured in RPMI-1640

supplemented with 10 % fetal bovine serum in 5 % CO2 at

37 �C. Primary GC tissues and corresponding noncancer-

ous tissues were collected from 112 patients undergoing

gastric resection for GC without neoadjuvant therapy at

Nagoya University Hospital between 2001 and 2008.

Written informed consent for use of clinical samples and

data, as required by the institutional review board at

Nagoya University, Japan, was obtained from all enrolled

patients. Specimens were classified histologically using the

7th edition of the Union for International Cancer Control

(UICC) classification [25]. Relevant clinicopathological

parameters were investigated from medical records. To

evaluate whether the expression and methylation status of

DENND2D differ by tumor phenotype, patients were cat-

egorized into three groups according to the definition of

GC subtypes based on tumor location and morphology, as

follows: proximal nondiffuse, diffuse, and distal nondiffuse

type [5, 14]. Since 2006, adjuvant chemotherapy using S-1

(an oral fluorinated pyrimidine) was applied to all UICC

stage II–IV GC patients unless contraindicated by the

patient’s condition [26, 27].

Collected tissue samples were immediately flash frozen in

liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 �C until DNA and RNA

extraction. Approximately 5 mm2 tumor sample was extrac-

ted without necrotic components and confirmed to contain

more than 80 % tumor cells [28]. Corresponding noncancer-

ous gastric mucosa samples were obtained from the same

patient and were collected[5 cm from the edge of the tumors.

Reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction

(RT-PCR) and quantitative real-time RT-PCR

(qRT-PCR)

DENND2D mRNA expression levels were analyzed by

RT-PCR and qRT-PCR. Total RNA (10 lg per sample)

was isolated from 12 GC cell lines and 112 primary GC

tissues and corresponding noncancerous tissues and was

used to generate complementary DNA. PCR primers and

conditions for RT-PCR and qRT-PCR were as described

previously [24]. qRT-PCR was performed using 12 GC cell

lines and 112 pairs of clinical samples in triplicate and

included no-template samples as negative controls. The

expression of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

(GAPDH) mRNA was quantified in each sample for stan-

dardization. The expression level of each sample is shown

as the value of DENND2D divided by that of GAPDH.

DENND2D mRNA expression was defined as downregu-

lated in tumor tissues when its level was less than half that

of the corresponding noncancerous tissues.

Methylation-specific PCR (MSP) and bisulfite sequence

analysis

DENND2D possesses a CpG island around the promoter

region [24], and we hypothesized that aberrant methylation

is responsible for regulation of DENND2D transcription in

GC. DNA samples from 12 GC cell lines and 112 GC

tissues and corresponding noncancerous tissues were
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treated with bisulfite, and conventional MSP was per-

formed. Genomic bisulfite-treated DNA from GC cell lines

was sequenced to ascertain whether the MSP amplification

had performed reliably. The primer sequences of MSP and

bisulfite sequencing and the PCR conditions were reported

previously [24, 29]. In addition, quantitative MSP (QMSP)

was conducted to verify accuracy of conventional MSP.

Real-time detection for QMSP was done with an ABI

StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR System (Perkin-Elmer,

Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). To quantify

the amount of methylated and unmethylated DNA in a

DNA sample, a standard curve was generated containing

serially diluted bisulfite-modified DNA confirmed to be

completely methylated or unmethylated to be described

(MKN28 for methylated and NUGC4 for unmethylated)

[30]. The DENND2D methylation score was defined as

follows: concentration of methylated DNA/(concentration

of methylated DNA ? unmethylated DNA) [31].

5-Aza-20-deoxycytidine (5-aza-dC) treatment

To assess the relation of promoter hypermethylation to

DENND2D transcription, GC cells (1.5 9 106) were trea-

ted with 5-aza-dC (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) to

inhibit DNA methylation and cultured for 6 days with

medium changes on days 1, 3, and 5. RNA was extracted

and RT-PCR was performed as described previously [32].

Immunohistochemistry (IHC)

IHC was conducted to investigate DENND2D protein

localization in 48 representative sections of well-preserved

GC tissue. Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissues were

treated with 3 % H2O2 to inhibit endogenous peroxidase,

followed by epitope retrieval via five incubations of 5 min

each in 10 mM citrate buffer at 95 �C. The samples were

incubated with Histofine SAB-PO(R) (Nichirei, Tokyo,

Japan) for 5 min to limit nonspecific reactivity and were

then incubated for 1 h at room temperature with a rabbit

antibody against DENND2D (HPA043630; Atlas Anti-

bodies, Stockholm, Sweden) diluted 1:25 in Antibody

Diluent (Dako). Sections were developed for 5 min using

liquid 3,30-diaminobenzidine as the substrate (Nichirei).

Staining patterns were compared between GCs and the

corresponding noncancerous tissues. Intensity of DEN-

ND2D protein expression was graded depending on the

percentage of staining cells as follows: no staining, mini-

mal (\10 %), focal (10–50 %), and diffuse ([50 %) [33,

34]. To avoid subjectivity, specimens were randomized and

coded before analysis by two independent observers blin-

ded to the status of the samples. Each observer evaluated

all specimens at least twice within a given time interval to

minimize intraobserver variation.

Statistical analysis

The relative mRNA expression levels (DENND2D/GAP-

DH) between GC and noncancerous tissues were analyzed

using the Mann–Whitney U test. The v2 test was used to

analyze the association between the expression and meth-

ylation status of DENND2D and clinicopathological

parameters. Disease-specific and disease-free survival rates

were calculated using the Kaplan–Meier method, and the

difference in survival curves was analyzed using the log-

rank test. We performed multivariable regression analysis

to detect prognostic factors using the Cox proportional

hazards model, and variables with a P value \0.05 were

entered into the final model. All statistical analysis was

performed using JMP 10 software (SAS Institute, Cary,

NC, USA). P \ 0.05 was considered statistically

significant.

Results

Patient characteristics

Patient age ranged from 21 to 84 years (63.9 ± 11.5 years,

mean ± standard deviation), and the male-to-female ratio

was 83:29. Pathologically, 63 patients were diagnosed with

undifferentiated GC and 49 with differentiated GC. When

categorized into three phenotypes of GC, 24 patients were

found to have proximal nondiffuse, 17 diffuse, and 81

distal nondiffuse GC. According to the 7th edition of the

UICC classification, 21, 19, 33, and 39 patients were in

stages I, II, III, and IV, respectively, which is to say 72

patients in stages I–III underwent R0 resection. Thirty-

three of 39 stage IV patients were diagnosed as stage IV

because of positive peritoneal lavage cytology. Six patients

in stage IV had synchronous liver metastasis and

Fig. 1 DENND2D mRNA expression in gastric cancer (GC) cell

lines and control samples (median value of 112 noncancerous tissues)

by qRT-PCR. Reduced expression was confirmed in all GC cell lines

apart from KATO III compared with the control
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underwent gastrectomy with the purpose of controlling

tumor bleeding or obstruction to the passage of food.

DENND2D mRNA expression and methylation analysis

in GC cell lines

Distinct decreases in DENND2D mRNA were confirmed in

9 (75 %) of 12 GC cell lines compared with the median

expression level in noncancerous gastric tissues. There was

no apparent difference in expression pattern between cell

lines derived from differentiated and undifferentiated GCs

(Fig. 1). In conventional MSP using primers at the pro-

moter region of DENND2D gene (Fig. 2a), complete

methylation occurred in AZ521, MKN28, MKN74, and

SC-6-LCK cells and partial methylation in H111, MKN45,

NUGC2, NUGC3, and SC-2-NU; there was an absence of

methylation in MKN1, KATO III, and NUGC4 cells.

QMSP scores were consistent with the results of conven-

tional MSP in all GC cells (Fig. 2b). When comparing the

expression of DENND2D mRNA by semiquantitative RT-

PCR in GC cell lines before and after treatment with the

DNA methylation inhibitor, 5-aza-dC, reactivation or an

increase in DENND2D expression was shown in AZ521,

H111, MKN28, MKN45, MKN74 NUGC2, and SC-6-LCK

cells in conformity with the results of the qPCR and MSP

(Fig. 2c). In the direct sequence analysis of MKN28

Fig. 2 Methylation analysis of

DENND2D. a Map overview of

the DENND2D gene. The CpG

island, indicated by the line, was

centered on the DENND2D

transcription initiation site

extending upstream into the

promoter region. b Results of

conventional methylation-

specific (MSP) PCR and

quantitative MSP. Complete

methylation was observed in

AZ521, MKN28, MKN74, and

SC-6-LCK cells; partial

methylation in H111, MKN45,

NUGC2, NUGC3, and SC-2-

NU; and absence of methylation

in MKN1, KATO III, and

NUGC4 cell lines. c RT-PCR

before and after 5-aza-dC

treatment. Reactivation of or

increases in DENND2D mRNA

expression were shown in

AZ521, H111, MKN28,

MKN45, MKN74 NUGC2, and

SC-6-LCK cells. d Bisulfite

sequencing analysis. Results of

bisulfite sequence analysis in

MKN28 and NUGC4 cells

shown with MSP. All CpG sites

in MKN28 cells were CG

(cytosine and guanine); all those

of NUGC4 were TG (thymine

and guanine)
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(complete methylation in MSP) and NUGC4 (absence of

methylation in MSP), we found that all CpG sites in the

MKN28-derived fragment were CG (cytosine and guan-

ine), whereas while all those of NUGC4 were TG (thymine

and guanine) (Fig. 2d). These results indicated that the

MSP had proceeded correctly.

Expression and methylation status of DENND2D in 112

clinical GC samples

In 89 (79 %) of 112 patients, the expression level of DEN-

ND2D mRNA was lower in GC tissues than in the corre-

sponding normal tissues. Frequency of promoter

hypermethylation in GC tissues and the corresponding normal

tissues was 58 % and 4 %, respectively. The GC tissues had a

significantly lower expression of DENND2D mRNA and

higher prevalence of promoter hypermethylation than the

corresponding normal tissues (P\ 0.001 for both; Fig. 3a).

The expression levels of DENND2D mRNA in patients with

methylated GC were significantly lower than those of the others

(P = 0.001), indicating promoter hypermethylation contrib-

uted to strong suppression of DENND2D transcription. There

was no significant difference in DENND2D mRNA expression

and methylation status between patients with undifferentiated

and differentiated GC (Fig. 3b). When comparing the DEN-

ND2D mRNA expression level and methylation status in GC

tissue samples categorized into proximal nondiffuse, diffuse,

and distal nondiffuse subtypes, no significant differences were

shown among the three groups, suggesting that neither DEN-

ND2D mRNA expression nor methylation status varies by

tumor location and morphology (Fig. 3c).

IHC

Representative cases with downregulated DENND2D

mRNA expression in GC tissues showed reduced expres-

sion of DENND2D protein in the cytoplasm of cancerous

components compared with adjacent noncancerous tissue

components, corresponding with MSP data (Fig. 4a).

Overall, the expression patterns of DENND2D protein of

48 patients were consistent with the qRT-PCR data. When

grading the staining intensity of cancerous components, 4,

16, 19, and 9 patients were categorized in no staining,

minimal, focal and diffuse, respectively. The positive

correlation between DENND2D staining grade and mRNA

expression level in GC tissues was seen (Fig. 4b).

Prognostic values of expression and methylation status

of DENND2D

Forty-nine of 112 GC patients showed substantial down-

regulation (less than half) of DENND2D mRNA in GC

Fig. 3 Expression and

methylation status in clinical

tissues. a GC tissues showed

lower mean expression of

DENND2D mRNA and higher

frequency of methylation than

corresponding normal tissues.

b There were no significant

differences in DENND2D

mRNA expression level and

frequency of methylation in GC

tissues between patients with

undifferentiated GC and

differentiated GC. NS, not

significant. c DENND2D

mRNA expression and

methylation frequency in GC

tissues were comparable among

the three GC subtypes: proximal

nondiffuse, diffuse, and distal

nondiffuse. NS not significant
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Fig. 4 Immunohistochemistry.

a Detection of DENND2D

protein and MSP in two

representative GC patients. Left:

Patient with diffuse-type poorly

differentiated adenocarcinoma

perforating serosa (pT4a).

9100. Right: Patient with

proximal nondiffuse-type

moderately differentiated

adenocarcinoma invading

submucosa (pT1b). 9400. In

both, cancerous tissue

components showed reduced

DENND2D protein expression

compared with adjacent

noncancerous tissue

components; positive MSP was

confirmed in GC tissues.

N noncancerous tissue

component, T tumor tissue

component. b A positive

correlation was seen between

expression level of DENND2D

mRNA and staining grade in

GC tissues

Fig. 5 Prognostic impact of

DENND2D mRNA expression

in GC patients. a GC patients

with downregulated DENND2D

mRNA had significantly shorter

disease-specific survival than

patients without. b, c Among 72

patients who underwent R0

resection, patients with

downregulated DENND2D

mRNA had significantly shorter

disease-specific survival (b) and

disease-free survival (c) than

those who did not. P values

were calculated using the log-

rank test
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tissues compared with noncancerous tissues. Patients with

downregulation of DENND2D mRNA expression in GCs

had a significantly shorter disease-specific survival than the

others (2-year survival rates, 55 % and 82 %, respectively,

Fig. 5a). Downregulation of DENND2D mRNA in GCs

was significantly associated with advanced age, male sex,

tumor size C6 cm, advanced pT stage, vessel invasion,

lymph node metastasis, UICC stage IV (presence of distant

metastasis), and promoter hypermethylation of DENND2D

(Table 1), but not GC subtype.

Next, we performed a subgroup analysis focusing on 72

patients who underwent R0 resection. Patients with

downregulated DENND2D mRNA in GCs (n = 25) had

significantly shorter disease-specific survival than the oth-

ers (n = 47) (2-year survival rates: 79 % and 95 %,

respectively, P = 0.002; Fig. 5b). Univariate analysis for

disease-specific survival showed that carbohydrate antigen

19-9 of [37 IU/ml, pT4, lymphatic involvement, lymph

node metastasis, hypermethylation of DENND2D, and

downregulation of DENND2D mRNA in GC tissues were

significantly prognostic of adverse outcomes. Multivariate

analysis identified downregulation of DENND2D mRNA

as an independent prognostic factor (hazard ratio 4.04,

95 % confidence interval, 1.29–13.7, P = 0.016; Table 2).

In terms of disease-free survival, patients with substantial

downregulation of DENND2D mRNA in GCs had signifi-

cantly earlier recurrences after surgery than the others (2-

year disease-free survival rates: 48 % and 82 %, respec-

tively, P = 0.013; Fig. 5c).

Discussion

Because membrane trafficking proteins have intimate

involvement in the development, progression, and drug

sensitivity property of cancers, the functions of Rab

GTPases in malignancies have been investigated in recent

years [21, 22, 35]. Chemotherapy is a key therapeutic

strategy for advanced GC [5, 27]; therefore, exploration of

the role of the DENND family of membrane trafficking

proteins is essential for further understanding of the

underlying molecular mechanisms in GC.

In this study, DENND2D was identified as a putative

tumor suppressor gene (TSG) inactivated epigenetically in

GC. We have shown here that the level of DENND2D

mRNA expression was reduced in the majority of GC cell

lines and surgical specimens accompanying promoter hy-

permethylation, and the mean expression level was sig-

nificantly lower in GC tissues than in corresponding normal

tissues. This result indicates that DENND2D may play an

important role in gastric carcinogenesis. The expression

pattern of DENND2D protein using IHC was confirmed to

Table 1 Association between expression level of DENND2D mRNA

and clinicopathological parameters in 112 gastric cancer (GC)

patients

Clinicopathological

parameters

Downregulation of

DENND2D mRNA in GC

tissue (n)

Others

(n)

P value

Age

\65 years 16 38 0.003

C65 years 33 25

Gender

Male 42 41 0.011

Female 7 22

Subtype

Cardiac 12 12 0.643

Diffuse 6 11

Distal 31 40

Carcinoembryonic antigen (ng/ml)

B5 39 53 0.535

[5 10 10

Carbohydrate antigen 19-9 (IU/ml)

B37 38 51 0.659

[37 11 12

Tumor size

\6 cm 19 37 0.036

C6 cm 30 26

Tumor depth (UICC)

pT1, pT2 6 19 0.021

pT3, pT4 43 44

Differentiation

Differentiated 21 28 0.867

Undifferentiated 28 35

Lymphatic involvement

Absent 5 12 0.188

Present 44 51

Vessel invasion

Absent 16 35 0.015

Present 33 28

Lymph node metastasis

Absent 12 27 0.041

Present 37 36

Peritoneal washing cytology

Absent 34 49 0.316

Present 15 14

UICC stage

I–III 24 47 0.005

IV 25 16

Hypermethylation of DENND2D

Absent 11 36 \0.001

Present 38 27

GC gastric cancer, UICC Union for International Cancer Control
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be consistent with that of its mRNA levels, as analyzed by

qPCR. Moreover, a significant reduction in DENND2D

mRNA levels in GC tissues was associated with factors

related to more advanced GC, including distant metastasis

and subsequent adverse prognosis, suggesting that DEN-

ND2D acts as a TSG mediated through promoter hyper-

methylation, consistent with the results of previous studies

of DENND2D expression in lung cancer and hepatocellular

carcinoma [23, 24]. Reactivation of DENN2D mRNA

expression after treatment with 5-aza-dC, a DNA methyl-

transferase (DNMT) inhibitor, indicated that DNMT was

thought to have a role in DENND2D transcription [36].

Accordingly, DNMT suppression may be a key to activate

the tumor-suppressive function of DENND2D.

Another striking finding was that the substantial down-

regulation of DENNN2D mRNA was an independent

prognostic factor and associated with early recurrence after

R0 resection, implying DENND2D expression could be

used as a prognostic marker for early recurrence and pro-

gression of GC. Interestingly, expression patterns and

methylation of DENND2D did not differ among the three

GC subtypes examined. DENND2D was found to act

consistently in all GC types.

Each DENND2 protein acts as a GEF for Rab9a/b. Rab

GTPases regulate tumorigenesis via trafficking-mediated

events, and some function in a trafficking-independent

manner [22, 37–40]. Additionally, it is known that several

members of the Rab GTPase family affect exosome

secretion via the trans-Golgi network or by inducible

vesicular trafficking [35, 41]. Exosomes released from

cancer cells can be taken up by neighboring cells and are

capable of inducing pathways involved in cancer initiation

and progression [42, 43]. Therefore, it is thought that

DENND2D plays an important role in carcinogenesis and

cancer progression via regulation of Rab GTPases. We

performed a cell proliferation assay using water-soluble

tetrazolium salts 1 (WST-1) to evaluate the function of

DENND2D; however, no significant correlations between

DENND2D mRNA expression level and the proliferative

activity of GC cells were observed (data not shown). This

result implied that downregulation of DENND2D might

promote GC progression through multiple functions. When

considering the next step, investigation of the relationship

between DENND2D expression, mucin phenotype, and

chemoresistance could be of great help in further clarifying

the role played by DENND2D in carcinogenesis and pro-

gression of GC.

In conclusion, DENND2D acts as a putative TSG that is

inactivated by promoter hypermethylation in GC and can

serve as a promising biomarker of recurrence and pro-

gression in any type of GC.
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